
PACKAGE
COMPREHENSIVE 

SERVICE

 for FBA
(Fulfillment by

Amazon)
sellers

Hello, I’m Oscar Padilla. Over the past three years, I have successfully scaled my Amazon reselling
venture into a 7-figure business. A key advantage of this Amazon journey is the ability to delegate
substantial work to Virtual Assistants (VAs), freeing up valuable time for you to explore other income
streams or indulge in travel. More than just profitability, an Amazon FBA business is a gateway to
rapidly accumulating credit card rewards and cashback points. This aspect transforms everyday
business spending into a treasure trove of perks and benefits!

"Effortless sourcing, maximum returns! 🛍 Follow @ofpadilla for exclusive FBA lead lists that simplify your
Amazon business. Elevate your strategy today! 



Enhanced Package - $4,999.99 (3-Month Duration) 

Quality Lead 
Assurance

Guarantee of a minimum of 15 high-quality leads per day M-F 
each with a potential for over 25% Return on Investment 

(ROI), not including additional cashback from Chrome 
extensions. 

VA Training and 
Management (3 
Months)

Engage in a specialized training program that delivers in-
depth knowledge of Amazon sales techniques, including 

mastery of KEEPA and other product research tools for 
e�ective graph analysis, and strategies for estimating 

purchase quantities. Learn how to navigate Intellectual 
Property concerns and optimize financial resources for sales 
success. Benefit from a weekly live call dedicated to training 

and Q&A, where you will gain actionable insights and acquire 
tools essential for thriving in the competitive Amazon 

marketplace. This program is designed to empower you with 
the confidence and skills needed to make informed decisions 
and boost your online business. 

Collaborative 
Learning and VA 
Support

As part of this package, there's an emphasis on collaborative 
learning where both sellers and their Virtual Assistants (VAs) 

can benefit from shared knowledge and strategies. 
Additionally, assistance in hiring and training a VA is 

provided, ensuring that both sellers and VAs are well-
prepared and aligned for optimal performance in Amazon 
selling. 

Ongoing Support: Dedicated messaging support for all your Amazon FBA 
queries, ensuring a prompt response within 24 hours. This 

support extends beyond the weekly live training sessions and 
is focused on providing timely guidance and assistance. 

Satisfaction 
Guarantee: 

A 48-hour refund option is available after the initial meeting 
with the seller or VA and after receiving two days of lead lists. 

This guarantee is designed to build trust and ensure 
satisfaction. 



Resource Insights: Access to valuable information on beneficial services, tools, 
and software to enhance your FBA experience. 

Post-Program 
Support:

Options for continued support and assistance are available 
after the initial 3-month period. 

Monthly Lead List - $499.99

Quality Lead 
Assurance

At least 10 leads per day (M-F) each o�ering more than 25% 

ROI, not including cashback from Chrome extensions. 

Group Size Limit  Leads list available to a maximum of 10 sellers. 


